Advanced study of the Bahá'í Faith must still deal with basics. While considerable progress has been made in historical research on Bábí and Bahá'í origins, much foundational work in Bahá'í Studies remains to be done at the level of text. Based on primary sources, this study will present a "symbolic profile" of Bahá'í consciousness, to the extent that it is shaped by the writings of Bahá'u'lláh and ancillary texts. To order and classify the symbols, this profile will employ Ninian Smart's dimensional model of religion, using the present writer's acronym, DREEMS (Doctrinal, Ritual, Ethical, Experiential, Mythic, Social). Sherry Ortner's key symbols paradigm, consisting of thought-orientating "root metaphors" and action-inciting "key scenarios," completes the profile, while John Wansbrough provides insight into the formation of a new religious ethos through a process of symbolic transformation. This study will highlight some of the predominant Bahá'í symbols, to which others will surely be added.
beauty (jawhar-i jamál) must pale and wither (lit., bí miqdár). Arise, therefore (pas), and, with the whole enthusiasm of your hearts (az dil), with all the eagerness of your souls (az ján), the full fervor of your will (raván), and the concentrated efforts of your entire being (az tan), strive to attain the paradise of His presence (lit., liqá-yi bí-zavál) , and endeavor to inhale the fragrance of the incorruptible Flower (lit., gul-i bí mathál), to breathe the sweet savors of holiness (ráyiha-yi quds-ruhání), and to obtain a portion (hissa) of this perfume of celestial glory (lit., nasím-i khwush-i sabá-yi ma 'naví) . Whoso followeth this counsel will break his chains asunder, will taste the abandonment of enraptured love (ín pand band-há bigusilad va silsila-yi junún-i 'ishq-rá bijunbánad) , will attain unto his heart 's desire (dil-há-rá bi-dil-dár rasánad) , and will surrender his soul into the hands of his Beloved (lit., ján-há-rá bi-jánán sipárad) ." (Gleanings from the Writings of Analysis: In one of his Words of Wisdom, Bahá'u'lláh says: " The essence of love is for man to turn his heart to the Beloved One, and sever himself from all else but Him, and desire naught save that which is the desire of his Lord" (Bahá 'u'lláh, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh 155) . Here, "rose and nightingale" imagery, suffused with Sufi symbolism, vivifies and intensifies the experience of believer identification with the Theophany, Bahá'u'lláh, pictured here as a celestial rose. The Lover-Beloved relationship is expressed in the relationship of birds to the exquisite setting of a rose garden, in which a rose of surpassing beauty enthralls the bird-souls. Just as the quest for the Beloved is the paramount goal of Islamic mysticism, so too the mystical scenario in Bahá'í texts is the quest for the Beloved as the revelation ("glory" or "splendor") of God, implicit in the name Bahá'u'lláh. Proclamatory: [Untitled Tablet] : "Behold how the manifold grace of God, which is being showered from the clouds of Divine glory (fadl-i subhání az ghamám-i rahmání), hath, in this day (dar ín ayyám), encompassed the world (ihátik). For whereas in days past (lit., agar-cha tá hál) every lover ('ashiqán) besought and searched after his Beloved (ma'shúq and mahbúb), it is the Beloved Himself Who now is calling His lovers (ma 'shúq tálib-i 'ushsháq mí-namáyad) and is inviting them to attain His presence (va mahbúb júyá-yi ahbáb gashta). Take heed lest ye forfeit so precious a favor (ín fadl-rá ghanímat shamríd); beware lest ye belittle so remarkable a token of His grace (va ín ni 'mat-rá kam nashmuríd) ." (Bahá'u'lláh, Gleanings 320/Mútakhabát 206, Analysis: This is a proclamation that the Beloved has arrived, but with a dramatic twist. A background in the Persian mystical tradition is essential in grasping the full impact of this poignant passage. In traditional Persian poetry, it is always the lover who seeks after the Beloved. In this scene, however, Bahá'u'lláh evokes a sudden reversal of roles: It is now the Beloved who beckons the lover. The "grace" of such a turnaround cannot be lost on the reader: a real, reciprocal relationship between the lover and the Beloved is now possible. This imagery speaks to the rapport between believer and Theophany.
Global: Tablet of Maqsúd: "The Word of God is the king of words (sultán-i kalimát) and its pervasive influence is incalculable. It bath ever dominated and will continue to dominate the realm of being. The Great Being saith: The Word is the master key for the whole world (miftáh-i a'zam), inasmuch as through its potency the doors of the hearts of men (abváb-i qulúb), which in reality are the doors of heaven (abváb-i samá ') , are unlocked (maftúh). No sooner had but a glimmer of its effulgent splendour shone forth upon the mirror of love (mir'át-i hubb) than the blessed word 'I am the Best-Beloved' was reflected therein. It is an ocean (bahr) inexhaustible in riches, comprehending all things (lit., dárá va jámi ') . Every thing which can be perceived (har-cha idrák shaved) is but an emanation therefrom (záhir gardad)." (Bahá'u'lláh, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh 173, Analysis: In this text, the Beloved is incarnated in scripture. Scripture mirrors the wishes of the Beloved. This mystical scenario helps the believer cultivate more deeply a love of God, personified in Bahá'u'lláh as the "Best-Beloved"-orienting the believer, as a strategy for action, to reliance on the "Word of God" as the "king of words." The universal ramifications of this passage are obvious: Bahá'í scripture is placed on a par with sacred scripture, surpassing even the Bible or the Qur'án in revelatory immediacy. Note how Paradise (the "doors of heaven") is equated with the "doors of men's hearts." The image of the Beloved focalizes and intensifies the experiential dimension of Bahá'í life.
Mythic
The Maiden of Heaven "'Scripture,'" as Wansbrough defines it, "is understood to record a single historical act: the transfer by angelic mediation of God's decree from a celestial to a terrestrial register" (Wansbrough, Quranic Studies: Sources and Methods of Scriptural Interpretation 131) . In Bahá'í terms, the "angelic mediation" to which Wansbrough refers is the celestial "Maiden of Heaven" (húrí). She is a singular houri, understood by Bahá'ís to symbolize the Holy Spirit and the source of Bahá'u'lláh's revelation. Her symbolic importance is indicated by the lexical entry in A Basic Bahá'í Dictionary (s.v. "Maiden of Heaven") . Although the idea of otherworldly, black-eyed damsels is quranic, Bahá'u'lláh's specific maiden imagery originated with the Báb, who wrote in the "Súrih of the Maiden" (Súrat al-Húríya): "O people of the earth! By the righteousness of the One true God, I am the Maid of Heaven (al-húríya) begotten by the Spirit of Bahá (waladtaní al-bahá ') , abiding within the Mansion hewn out of a mass of ruby, tender and vibrant; and in this mighty Paradise naught have I ever witnessed save that which proclaimeth the Remembrance of God by extolling the virtues of this Arabian Youth" (Qayyúm al-Asmá' 29, tr. Báb, Selections from the Writings of the Báb 54; cited in Lambden, "The Word Bahá': Quintessence of the Greatest Name of God" 34). To the extent that the Maiden of Heaven is symbolic, she is mythic. This does not, however, diminish her reality.
Bahá'u'lláh has described the Maiden of Heaven in a number of works. She appears to function as his alter ego or celestial twin, almost in a Manichaean sense. She also has a corporate (symbolic of faith-community) function in that she is the litmus test of spiritual perspicuity and faithfulness, in her mythic search for the faithful believer. This is what one might consider an emotively intensifying "identification scenario" in which the believer's faith in Bahá'u'lláh is deepened through contemplation of the Maiden of Heaven's fidelity to her beloved. This figure will be explicated later, in the concluding section dealing with what is termed "the core Bahá'í myth."
More traditionally Islamic is the pairing of houris with believers in Paradise. Here, the identification scenario predicates "admittance into Paradise" with fulfilling the will of God:
Personal: Tablet to Vafá (=Waá-titles of Arabic tablets are Persianized in Bahá'í usage): "As to Paradise (al-jannat): It is a reality (haqq) and there can be no doubt about it, and now (al-yawm) in this world it is realized through love of Me and My good-pleasure (hubbí wa ridá 'í) . Whosoever attaineth unto it God will aid him in his world below, and after death (ba'd al-mawi) He will enable him to gain admittance into Paradise (fí jannat) whose vastness (ard) is as that of heaven and earth. Therein the Maids of glory and holiness (húríyat al-'izzat wa al-taqdís) will wait upon him in the daytime and in the night season, while the day-star (shams) of the unfading beauty of his Lord will at all times (fí kull hín) shed its radiance (yastadí') upon him and he will shine so brightly that no one shall bear to gaze at him." (Bahá'u'lláh, Analysis: Paradise is pictured anthropomorphically on purpose. Maidens of Heaven, as inhabitants of paradise, take on a variety of symbolic functions in Bahá'u'lláh's writings. In a departure from Bahá'u'lláh's primary use of Maiden symbolism, the Qur'án's promise of dark-eyed damsels requiting the true believer is preserved in this passage, as a traditional Islamic warrant of the reality of Paradise. Thus, the Maidens retain their eschatological function in tending to the faithful soul in heaven. On one level, this provides assurance of the afterlife-described in ideal but nevertheless earthly terms-creating a romantic expectation, the sensuality of which is decoded at a higher level of discourse. While the maidens are real, they are not literal. They are actually symbolic embodiments of spiritual perfections, which have become the alter egos of faithful believers. Bahá'u'lláh disenchants Paradise of a certain amorous sensuality which too literal a reading of quranic texts entails. The Qur'án's mystico-erotic descriptions are held to be purely symbolic and nonsensual. This does not disinvest Paradise of its reality, but rarefies the believer's understanding of it. The Maidens are personifications of the pearls of insight, the intimate companions of the pious soul. Individual enlightenment may be thought of as a lesser form of revelation, viz. inspiration, dependent upon Bahá'u'lláh's revelation, with which a singular Maiden par excellence is associated.
Proclamatory: Tablet of Ridván: "Within this Paradise, and from the heights of its loftiest chambers, the Maids of Heaven (fí há húríyat min a'lá al-ghurafát) have cried out and shouted: 'Rejoice, ye dwellers of the realms above (ahl al-jinán), for the fingers of Him Who is the Ancient of Days are ringing, in the name of the All-Glorious, the Most Great Bell (náqús al-a'zam), in the midmost heart of the heavens (qutb alsamá ') . The hands of bounty have borne round the cup of everlasting life (lit., kawthar [a river of Paradise] al-baqá ') . Approach, and quaff your fill." (Bahá'u'lláh, Gleanings 32/Múntakhabát 29) Analysis: In Bahá'í understanding, the Maiden of Heaven is intimately linked with the agency of revelation. Her role eludes precise formulation. It is safest to say that the Maiden of Heaven is coincident with the act of revelation. The Maiden's first role is that of annunciator. In this respect, she is the counterpart of the Archangel Gabriel in Islam. The Maiden's first appearance to Bahá'u' lláh was during his imprisonment in the "Black Pit" (Síyáh-Chál) in 1852, where, in a vision, she assured Bahá'u'lláh of God's protection and, moreover, of God's revelation to him. In Christian terms, this may be thought of as Annunciation. In this passage, the Annunciation becomes proclamation, a public announcement of Bahá'u'lláh's advent, not by the Maiden, but by the houris of paradise generally. This heavenly acclaim compensates for the relative lack of earthly recognition, as only a small proportion of the world's population professes to be Bahá'í.
Global: [Untitled Tablet]: "Through the might of God and His power (bi-quva-yi yazdání va qudrat-i ruhání), and out of the treasury of His knowledge and wisdom (kanz-i 'ilm va hikmat-i rabbání), I have brought forth and revealed unto you the pearls that lay concealed in the depths of His everlasting ocean (la'álí-yi sadaf-i bahr-i samadání). I have summoned the Maids of Heaven (lit., húríyát-i-ghuraf-i sitr va hijáb-ra) to emerge from behind the veil of concealment, and have clothed them with these words of Mine-words of consummate power and wisdom (dar mazáhir-i ín kalimát-i muhkamát mahshúr nimúdam). I have, moreover, with the hand of divine power, unsealed the choice wine of My Revelation (lit., iná '-i musk-i ahadíya-rá) , and have wafted its holy, its hidden, and musk-laden fragrance (ravá'ih-i quds-i maknúna) upon all created things. Who else but yourselves is to be blamed if ye choose to remain unendowed with so great an outpouring of God's transcendent and all-encompassing grace, with so bright a revelation of His resplendent mercy?" (Bahá 'u'lláh, Analysis: Beyond the Qur'án, in Bahá'í texts, the Maiden imagery focuses attention on Bahá'u'lláh, the earthly locus of Paradise, This Bahá'í "myth" even extends beyond Bahá'u'lláh: the Maiden also has an apocalyptic function. orienting Bahá'ís to the advent of another Manifestation of God a millennium or so in the future, as indicated in Persian Hidden Words #77.
In this passage, the dark-eyed damsels are "clothed" in scripture, the implication being that the reading of scripture actuates an encounter with the maidens who, in mystic transport, unveil to the believer the divine "wisdom and power" that reside in the text. Bahá'í scripture is thus transcendentalized, but universalized at the same time. While paradise is typically thought of in transcendent, "vertical" terms, scripture potentializes paradise in mundane, "horizontal" terms. If its function is to orient humanity to the will of God, then sacred scripture potentially has global, world-historical influence. It is premature to assess the present or eventual impact of the Bahá'í revelation, which is seen as having covert as well as overt influences on globalization.
Social

The Crimson Ark and the Holy Mariner
The Crimson Ark forms part of what one might refer to as a faith-affirming "scenario of assurance and solidarity," which conduces to social cohesion. The "Holy Mariner" is modeled on the patriarch Noah, an archetypal savior figure. While the specific imagery of the Ark traces back to the Báb, I have not yet found a Bábí text in which the Mariner himself actually figures in a key scenario, or dramatic scene. It is indicative of their twinned, symbolic importance that both Crimson Ark and Holy Mariner are found as entries in A Basic Bahá'í Dictionary (s.v. "Ark, Crimson" and "Holy Mariner, Tablet of the"). The Crimson Ark, much like Noah's Ark, is a symbol of salvation. The ark is a corporate symbol. It suggests that individual salvation cannot be dissociated from the community of the saved. The following texts are representative of such imagery:
Personal: Persian Hidden Word #62: "O Son of Dust (ay pisar-i-khák)! Turn not away thine eyes (chashm mapúsh) from the matchless wine of the immortal Beloved (az khamr bí mithál-i mahbúb-i láyazál), and open them not (chashm magushá) to foul and mortal dregs (bi-khamr-i kadra-yi fáníya). Take (bar gír) from the hands of the divine Cup-bearer (az dast-i sáqí-yi ahadíya) the chalice of immortal life (ku'ús-i báqíya), that all wisdom may be thine (tá húsh shaví), and that thou mayest hearken (shinaví) unto the mystic voice calling from the realm of the invisible (az surúsh-i ghayb-i ma 'naví) . Cry aloud (bigú), ye that are of low aim (ay past fitrat-an)! Wherefore (chirá) have ye turned away from My holy and immortal wine (sharáb-i báqí-yi qudsam) unto evanescent water (áb-i fání)?" (English text: Bahá'u'lláh, Hidden Words 43-44, Persian text, Bahá'u'lláh, Analysis: Wine is most frequently used as a metaphor for God-intoxication induced by the revelation of Bahá'u'lláh. As the earthly locus of divinity, Bahá'u'lláh is seen as the powered presence of the sacred, the nimbus of the numinous, the incarnation of divine attributes, as God revealed. This discovery, for those who embrace it, gives cause for celebration. The celestial champagne is metaphorically unsealed upon reunion with the Beloved (recognition of Bahá'u'lláh) , but the real reward, in Bahá'í terms, is the satisfaction gained in fidelity to Bahá'u'lláh's laws, to which wine is symbolically compared. In the preamble to the Most Holy Book, Bahá'u'lláh characterizes his law-code as "choice Wine": Proclamatory: Kitáb-i-Aqdas: "By My life! He who hath drunk the choice wine of fairness from the hands of My bountiful favour will circle around My commandments that shine above the Dayspring of My creation. Think not that We have revealed onto you a mere code of laws. Nay, rather, We have unsealed the choice Wine (rahíq makhtúm) with the fingers of might and power. To this beareth witness that which the Pen of Revelation hath revealed. Meditate upon this, O men of insight!" (Bahá'u'lláh, Kitáb-i-Aqdas ¶ 4-5, 21)
Analysis: Wine is a heavenly beverage, symbolic of ecstasy. As a key symbol, it can never be literalized. Bahá'u'lláh has distinguished alcoholic wine from symbolic wine: "We meant by this Wine, the River of God, and His favour, the fountain of His living waters, and the Mystic Wine and its divine grace, even as it was revealed in the Qur'án, if ye are of those who understand" (Compilation of Compilations 2:245). The intoxication of the spirit must be earned, while the intoxication of earthly wine is simply a reflex of the nervous system to a low-level poison.
The intoxicant is outlawed, not the intoxication. The believer who abstains from wine is one who is likely to comply with other religious requirements. In the application of the Bahá'í proscription of wine, a principle of gradualism is followed, especially in cultures where wine-drinking is traditionally accepted and is part of the prevalent lifestyle. As a root metaphor, wine speaks to the ritual dimension of the Bahá'í religion (by which its legal dimension is meant), in symbolically expressing obedience to Bahá'í law while literally forbidding, in principle and wherever practicable, the consumption of wine itself.
Bahá'u'lláh invites scrutiny of his laws and precepts, to inspire confidence in their wisdom and potential efficacy. The laws are rooted in principles-principles worthy of recognition, whose merit deserves to be celebrated. Engendering enthusiasm for the Bahá'í agenda, this passage sets a tone for the rest of the Most Holy Book and its supplementary texts.
Global: Kitáb-i-Aqdas: "This day, it behoveth whoso hath quaffed the Mystic Wine of Everlasting Life from the Hands of the loving-kindness of the Lord his God, the Merciful, to pulsate even as the throbbing artery in the body of mankind, that through him may be quickened the world and every crumbling bone." (Bahá'u'lláh, 82) Analysis: While wine is a corporate symbol for Bahá'í laws, these laws are intended for the world to follow.
Observing Bahá'í laws aids in the individual's spiritual progress and transformation, and has an edifying impact on society. That impact may be small, but it is cumulative.
Ethical
Mirror/Gems
Reflective, radiant, and lustrous, mirrors and precious stones and pearls are often clustered together in Bahá'í texts, with more-or-less equivalent symbolism. Mirrors need burnishing, gems require polishing, pearls must be lustrous rather than dull. It is not the fact of being a jewel that counts; rather, it is the quality of refinement that proves the jewel's worth. So it is that refinement of mind and heart is what counts most, yet these are not ends unto themselves. The true test of refinement is the impact of spiritual attainments on society.
Most of Bahá'u'lláh's symbolism is purely Perso-Islamic, but the immediate background of Bahá'í symbolism is Bábí. The Báb made extensive use of mirror imagery, to wit:
The One true God may be compared unto the sun and the believer unto a mirror. No sooner is the mirror placed before the sun than it reflects its light. The unbeliever may be likened unto a stone. . . . Indeed, if God willeth, He is potent to turn the stone into a mirror. . . . Had he wished to become a crystal, God would have made him to assume crystal form." (The Báb, Selections from the Writings of the Báb 103)
As the most perfect reflective surface, the mirror of the heart is said to reflect supernal light. But the mirror must first be polished and oriented towards the source of light before it can reflect light. This self-refinement is expressive of ethical intent and assiduous application:
Personal: The Seven Valleys: "O My Brother! (ay barádar-i man) A pure heart is as a mirror (qalb-i-latíf bi-manzala-yi á'yína ast); cleanse it with the burnish of love and severance (bi-sayqal-i hubb va inqitá') from all save God, that the true sun (áftáb-i-haqíqí) may shine within it and the eternal morning (subh-iazalí) dawn. . . . Yea, these mentionings that have been made of the grades of knowledge (ma 'rátib-i 'irfán) relate to the knowledge of the Manifestations of that Sun of Reality (ma'rifat-i tajallíyát-i án shams-i haqíqat), which casteth Its light (núr) upon the Mirrors (maráyá). And the splendor of that light is in the hearts (tajallí-yi án núr dar qulúb), yet it is hidden under the veilings of sense (hujabát-i nafsáníya) and the conditions of this earth (lit. va shu'únát-i 'aradíiya-[text misread as ardíya]), even as a candle within a lantern of iron (chun sham ' zír-i fánús-i-hadíd) , and only when the lantern is removed (literally, murtafa', "raised") doth the light of the candle shine out. In like manner, when thou strippest the wrappings of illusion (hujabát-i-afkíya) from off thine heart, the lights of oneness (anvár-i ahadíya) will be made manifest." (Bahá'u'lláh, The Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys 21, 23-24/Áthár-i qalam-i a 'lá 3:113, 116) Analysis: Mirrors are perfect reflectors only under perfect conditions. Bahá'u'lláh's image of the mirror is that of a brass mirror, not the mercury-coated glass we now think of as mirrors. Mirrors reflect whatever is in front of them, but cannot reflect unless polished. The burnishing of mirrors spoken of in Bahá'í texts assumes an essential orientation of the heart's mirror towards the realm of spirit, so that what is required is not reorienting the mirror so much as refining it.
Proclamatory: The Book of Certitude: "The door (abváb, lit. "doors") of the knowledge ('irfán) of the Ancient of Days (dhát-i-azal) being thus closed in the face of all beings, the Source of infinite grace, according to His saying: 'His grace hath transcended all things; My grace hath encompassed them all,' hath caused those luminous Gems of Holiness (javáhir-i quds-i-núrání) to appear out of the realm of the spirit ('aválim-i-ruh-i-ruhání) , in the noble form of the human temple, and be made manifest unto all men, that they may impart unto the world the mysteries of the unchangeable Being, and tell of the subtleties of His imperishable Essence. These sanctified Mirrors (ín máráyá-yi qudsíya), these Day-springs of ancient glory are one and all the Exponents on earth of Him Who is the central Orb of the universe (shams-i-vujúd), its Essence and ultimate Purpose (jawhar-i maqsúd). . . . These Tabernacles of holiness (hayákil-i-qudsíya), these primal Mirrors (máráyá-yi avalíya-yi azalíya) which reflect the light of unfading glory, are but expressions of Him Who is the Invisible of the Invisibles (ghayb al-ghuyúb). By the revelation of these gems of divine virtue all the names and attributes of God, such as knowledge and power, sovereignty and dominion, mercy and wisdom, glory, bounty and grace, are made manifest." (Bahá'u'lláh, Kitáb-i-Iqán 99-100, 103/Persian text Bahá'u'lláh, 77) to the Sufi quest, however. The tale is about a bird, which, after freeing itself from the nets in which it was ensnared, joins its companions in a journey across eight mountain peaks, in quest of the lofty palace of the King beyond the eighth mountain. It is this allegory in form, though not in content, that set a literary precedent for 'Attar (Schimmel, "Stations" are attainments. They mark progress in the path of discipline. "States" are gifts of grace, flashes of experience, in The Gulistán, the Persian poet Sa'dí has Jacob, biblical father of Joseph, say: "My state [hál] is that of leaping lightning" (lit., worldly lightning [barq-i jahán]-Sa'dí, The Gulistán or Rose Garden; cited in Nasr, "The Spiritual States in Sufism" 75, Persian text, n. 15). Bahá'u'lláh speaks of a condition in which one's soul is made "to shake with the flashing light . . " (Bahá'u'lláh, The Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys 4). Rúmí has expressed the distinction between the two: "The hál state is like the unveiling of the beauteous bride, / While the maqám [station] is the [king's] being alone with the bride" (Mathnaví 1:1435, Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam 99). Progress in reaching any or all of the "stations" was considered cumulative and thus permanent. "States," however, were experienced as states of grace-transitory, like "flashes of lightning," according to al-Junayd (Nicholson, ). One might say that, on the Sufi "path" (taríqa), there was an interplay between what in Christian terms might be referred to as works and grace.
In The present writer's comparison of the two Haft Vádá texts in Persian found that the theme of pain (dard) was a salient motif throughout all of 'Attár's seven valleys, whereas an atmosphere of ecstasy pervades Bahá'u'lláh's portrayal of the same quest. To illustrate this relationship, the translated names of each of the valleys will be paired with their corresponding technical terms in Persian. Illustrative phrases drawn from the English translations of these two texts are cited, as evidence of the recurrence of pain as 'Attár's 37) . The positive notion of baqá ' (lit., "survival" or "abiding") Analysis: An equation is drawn between the Beloved, Sheba, and the Phoenix, invoking different symbolisms, but with the same message. Ultimately God is meant. Some Sufis believed that direct beatific vision of God was possible, while others did not. Bahá'í theology rejects the possibility that God can be seen by the human eye. No ziggurat can reach that high. Mortals cannot bridge the chasm between the finite and the infinite. But God can bridge that gap by means of revelation. Because knowledge of the will and attributes of God is relative to the degree that these are revealed, the mystic quest is best served by a pilgrimage to God's place of revelation. This, according to Bahá'í theophanology, changes from age to age. The latest revelation of God to humanity is in the person of Bahá'u'lláh, Bahá'ís hold. This is why the Phoenix is interpreted as quintessentially God, but manifested in God as revealed in Bahá'u'lláh. For this reason, a distinction obtains between Bahá'u'lláh as an historical figure and Bahá'u'lláh's spiritual reality. Allegorically, God takes the form of the Phoenix, is revealed by the Phoenix, but both is and is not the Phoenix.
Proclamatory: [Untitled Tablet]: "We have revealed Ourself unto men, have unveiled the Cause, guided all mankind towards God's Straight Path, promulgated the laws and have enjoined upon everyone that which shall truly profit them both in this world and in the next; yet they have pronounced judgment to shed My blood, whereat the Maid of Heaven hath wept sore, Sinai hath lamented and the Faithful Spirit was made to sigh with grief." (Bahá'u'lláh, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh 251) Analysis: The journey is interior, but progress along the Path requires external piety and righteousness. In The Seven Valleys, Bahá'u'lláh makes the requirements of this journey explicit with respect to religions law:
In all these journeys the traveler must stray not the breadth of a hair from the "Law," for this is indeed the secret of the "Path" and the fruit of the Tree of "Truth"; and in all these stages he must cling to the robe of obedience to the commandments, and hold fast to the cord of shunning all forbidden things, that he may be nourished from the cup of the Law and informed of the mysteries of Truth. ( Bahá'u'lláh, Holiness and mystical attainments are thus inseparable: "Be swift in the path of holiness, and enter the heaven of communion with Me. Cleanse thy heart with the burnish of the spirit, and hasten to the court of the Most High" (Hidden Words Persian #8, English text: Hidden Words 24; Persian text: Bahá'u'lláh, .
Global: Tablet of Maqsúd: "The Great Being saith: O ye children of men! The fundamental purpose animating the Faith of God and His Religion is to safeguard the interests (hifz) and promote the unity (ittihád) of the human race, and to foster the spirit of love (mahabbat) and fellowship (ittifáq) amongst men. Suffer it not to become a source of dissension and discord, of hate and enmity. This is the straight Path (sirát-i mustaqím), the fixed and immovable foundation." (Bahá 'u'lláh, Gleanings 215 [CX]/Múntakhabát 140/Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh 168) Analysis: Here, the mystic "journey" and the "straight Path" are considered inextricable complements. This relationship between adherence to religious law and mystical striving was not always a happy one. Especially in the nineteenth century, many Sufis were antinomian and would consider themselves above Islamic law. In many cases, this led to indulgence in wine and even addiction to opium (both are forbidden by Islam). Despite the rich legacy of classical Sufism-a legacy that is extended in Bahá'u'lláh's mystical writings-the proliferation of various Sufi orders had not only a demoralizing but also a divisive effect in Islam, which was not given to modern notions of pluralism. Bahá'u'lláh reintegrates the exterior and interior dimensions of religion and predicates authentic mystical attainments on the performance of both.
Mythic
Lote Tree/Sinai
Sinai imagery in Bábí and Bahá'í symbolism has both biblical and quranic roots. Bahá'u'lláh's designated successor and interpreter, 'Abdu'l-Bahá (d. 1921) , clusters the image of the "Promised One" with traditional Sinai imagery: "The Blessed Beauty [Bahá 'u'lláh] is the One promised by the sacred books of the past, the revelation of the Source of light that shone upon Mount Sinai, Whose fire glowed in the midst of the Burning Bush" (qtd. in Shoghi Effendi, World Order of Bahá'u'lláh 127) . Here, the image of Bahá'u'lláh is that of the source of revelation, rather than the recipient of it. The Sinaitic "Fire" is colored crimson. Assimilation of Sinai imagery in Bahá'í sources is purely typological, a process Wanshrough observes as occurring within Islam: "Exempla preserved and transmitted from the 'past' (whether or not fictive) may be the deposit of an antiquarian impulse, but also witness to a concern for present and future" (Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu 130) . The adducing of such exemplars is said to be "paradigmatic" in a way that is "ahistorical, formally though not substantively" (Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu 130) . The paradigmatic function of Lote Tree/Sinai imagery is to present Bahá'u'lláh as the classic revelator with a new twist: instead of simply being the channel of revelation as have been previous messengers, Bahá'u'lláh claims to have been the source of revelation for those messengers. Some representative texts are as follows:
Personal: Arabic Hidden Words #63: "O SONS OF MAN! The light (al-núr) hath shone on thee from the horizon of the sacred Mount (al-túr) and the spirit of enlightenment (rúh al-saná ') hath breathed in the Sinai of thy heart. Wherefore, free thyself from the veils of idle fancies and enter into My court, that thou mayest be fit for everlasting life (al-baqá') and worthy to meet Me (al-liqá ') ." (Hidden Words 18, Arabic text, Bahá'u'lláh, cf. Lambden, " The Sinaitic Mysteries: Notes on Moses/Sinai Motifs in Bábí and Bahá'í Scripture" 121) Analysis: The language of revelation, usually reserved for prophets, is metaphorically applied here to the individual. There is a sense in which the knowledge of God comes about as a personal disclosure or "revelation." If the heart is likened to Mt. Sinai, the individual's higher self becomes a Moses personified, leading one in an Exodus out of slavery into the Egypt of one's baser passions. The Promised Land is Paradise which, in this case, is attainment to the "Presence" (al-liqá') of God, by which the Manifestation of God (Bahá'u'lláh) is meant. Here the mythic imagery shifts from Sinai in the wilderness to a palace throne, as both symbolize the revelation of God's law and of divine command ethics.
Proclamatory: Súrat al-Bayán: "Say: The Revelation sent down by God [lit., the latter turn: karrat alukhrá] hath most surely been repeated, and the outstretched Hand of Our Power bath overshadowed all that are in the heavens and all that are on the earth. We have, through the power of truth, the very truth, manifested an infinitesimal glimmer of Our impenetrable Mystery, and lo, they that have recognized the radiance of the Sinaic splendor (lit., the denizens of the Mount: al-túríyún) expired, as they caught a lightening glimpse of this Crimson Light (al-núr al-hamrá') enveloping the Sinai of Our Revelation (lit., the Sinaic locale: buq 'at al-síná') . Thus hath He Who is the Beauty of the All-Merciful (jamál al-rahmán) come down in the clouds of His testimony, and the decree accomplished by virtue of the Will of God, the All-Glorious, the All-Wise." (Bahá'u'lláh, Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 134) Analysis: Considering that the Bábís were from a predominantly Muslim background, a word should be said about the literary form: "Say!" In his form-criticism of the Qur'án, Islamicist Richard Bell theorized that the "Say!" passages of the Qur'án were intended for Muslims to commit to memory, for reciting to nonbelievers when the authenticity of the Qur'án or the veracity of Islam was being challenged. Bahá'u'lláh employs this quranic rhetorical device as a form of revelation recognizable by Muslims/ Bábís, while recontextualizing it within a new revelatory context. While the quranic "Say"-passages are somewhat creedal in nature, Bahá'u'lláh's say-passages tended to be more poetic or metaphorical. This passage is an obvious allusion to the twenty-eighth chapter of the Qayyúm a1-Asmá', in which the Báb, through a creative and dramatic use of Sinai imagery, foretells the advent of a messiah. The wealth of imagery used here can easily be glossed over as ornate, when it is, in fact, condensed and highly allusive. A certain measure of metaphorical competency, not to mention biblical and quranic literacy, is required to "decode' such a panoply of metaphors. Even so, there is innovation on some time-honored biblical and quarries imagery. For instance, rarely, if ever, in the Torah or Qur'án is "Crimson Light" to be found. However, in Qayyúm a1-Asmá' 28 and elsewhere, the Báb references "crimson Light" to the Sinaitic 'Fire" or epiphany (tajallí) at Qur'án 7:143 (Lambden. "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 102, citing Báb, Selections from the Writings of the Báb 53). The Báb (Qayyúm a1-Asmá' 28; cf. the Báb, Qayyúm a1-Asmá' 60) speaks of himself as "this Blessed Tree (ash-shajara al-mubáraká) dyed crimson with the oil of servitude" (Lambden. "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 96; cf. 98) , and as "the Crimson Tree (shajarat alhamrá ') " (Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 105) . Subtle creativity is a feature of the Báb's own originality, which, while distinctive, is quranically "familiar."
The preponderating influence on Bahá'u'lláh's imagery is, in fact, that of the Báb. As Lambden points out, Bahá'u'lláh's imagery of the "Crimson Light' emanating from the Sinaitic "Fire" harks directly back to Qayyúm a1-Asmá' 28, which contains a prophetic passage heralding a messianic advent described as "the fierce and crimson Light," understood to refer to Bahá'u'lláh (Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 134; cf. 138, 142) . In mythic resonance with Moses/Sinai imagery, this passage is no doubt a proclamation of Bahá'u'lláh's messianic role for Bábís.
In our third example of Lote Tree/Sinai imagery, the following passages were once thought to belong to Bahá'u'lláh's "Tablet of the Hair" [sic] , when it first appeared in the December, 1938, issue of Bahá'í News, in a translation published by permission of Shoghi Effendi. The contents of this "Tablet" have since been determined to have derived from several sources. These are documented in the citations below:
Global: "Tablets" of the Hair: [1] He is the Almighty! My hair is My Messenger. It is calling aloud at all times upon the branch of Fire within the hallowed and luminous Garden of Paradise, that perchance the inmates of the realm of creation may detach themselves from the world of dust and ascend unto the retreats of nearness-the Spot where the Fire seeketh illumination from the light of the Countenance of God, the Glorious, the Powerful.
O ye that have consecrated yourselves to this Fire! Sing ye melodies, pour out sweet tones, rejoice with exceeding gladness and make haste to attain the presence of Him Who is the Object of adoration, bearing witness that no God is there besides God, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise, the All-Compelling (Universal House of Justice translation; Arabic: Behmardi, La'álí al-Hikma, number 39).
[2] He is the God of Wisdom! My hair is My Phoenix. Therefore hath it set itself upon the blazing fire of My Face and receiveth sustenance from the garden of My Countenance. This is the station wherein the Son of 'Imrau [Moses] removed from the feet of selfish desire the coverings of attachment to all else but Him and was illumined by the splendours of the Light of holiness in the undying Fire kindled by God, the Potent, the Gracious, the Ever-Forgiving (Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 129; Universal House of Justice translation; Arabic: Behmardi, La'álí al-Hikma, number 40).
[3] He is the Most Excellent, the Best Beloved! A lock of My hair is My Cord. He who layeth fast hold on it shall never to all eternity go astray, for therein is his guidance to the splendours of the Light of His Beauty (Universal House of Justice translation; Arabic: Behmardi, La'álí al-Hikma, number 41).
[4] He is God! My hair is My Veil whereby I conceal My beauty, that haply the eyes of the nonbelievers among My servants may not fall upon it. Thus do we conceal from the sight of the ungodly the glorious and sublime beauty of Our Countenance (Universal House of Justice translation; Arabic: Behmardi, La'álí al-Hikma, number 38).
[5] He is the Eternal! My hair beareth witness for My Beauty that verily I am God and that there is none other God but Me. In My ancient eternity I have ever been God, the One, the Peerless, the Everlasting, the Ever-Living, the Ever-Abiding, the Self-Subsistent.
O denizens of the everlasting Realm! Let your ears be attentive to the stirrings of this restless and agitated hair, as it moveth upon the Sinai of Fire, within the precincts of Light, this celestial Seat of divine Revelation. Indeed there is no God besides Me. In My most ancient pre-existence I have ever been the King, the Sovereign, the Incomparable, the Eternal, the Single, the Everlasting, the Most Exalted.
O peoples of the heavens and of the earth! Were ye to sanctify your ears ye would hear My hair proclaim that there is none other God except Him, and that He is One in His Essence and in everything that beareth relationship unto Him. And yet how fiercely have you cavilled at this Beauty, notwithstanding that the outpourings of His grace have encompassed all that dwell in the billowing oceans of His Revelation and Creation. Be ye fair therefore in your judgment concerning His upright Religion, for the love of this Youth who is riding high upon the snow-white She-Camel betwixt earth and heaven; and be ye firm and steadfast in the path of Truth (Universal House of Justice translation; Arabic: Behmardi, number 33) .
Analysis: This is a truly mythic cluster of images. While the image that unifies these texts is Bahá'u'lláh's hair, Moses/Sinai imagery features prominently, especially in recurring references to the Sinaitic "Fire," which, as stated above, is associated with crimson as a consistent feature of Bábí/Bahá'í color symbolism. The final selection has global import in that it is addressed to the "peoples of the heavens and of the earth." Especially dramatic is the use of referential "voice" in the narrative. Note how God is represented as speaking in the first person, following which the text suddenly shifts to use of the third person. This is consistent with the image of Moses as the "Interlocutor of God' an epithet for Moses taken up in Bahá'í texts. Such Islamic images as the She-Camel contribute to this rich mix of metaphors. The overall impact of these five passages is to convey the spiritual authority of Bahá'u'lláh effectively.
In Bábí/Bahá'í symbolism, the importance of the symbol of the Lote Tree is indicated by its inclusion as a separate entry in A Basic Bahá'í Dictionary, defined as follows: "The 'Tree beyond which there is no passing'. Originally, the tree which, in ancient times, the Arabs planted to mark the end of a road. In the Bahá'í Writings, a symbol of the Manifestation of God, the 'Tree beyond which neither men nor angels can pass'; specifically. Bahá'u'lláh. Sometimes called the Divine or Sacred Lote Tree" (s.v. "Sadratu'l-Muntahá"). Bahá'u'lláh himself has explicated the symbolic significance of the "Lote Tree" (sidra): ". . . The Holy Tree [sadrat] is, in a sense, the Manifestation of the One True God, exalted be He. The Blessed Tree in the Land of Za'farán referreth to the land which is flourishing, blessed, holy and all-perfumed, where that 'tree hath been planted" ("Errata" to Bahá'u'lláh, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh 137, cf. Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 145) . The Lote Tree is associated with the "Blessed Tree" mentioned in the celebrated "Light Verse" of the Qur'án (Qur'án 24:35) . In Bábí and Bahá'í imagery, the Burning Bush and the Lote Tree are equivalent, interchangeable, conflated (Lambden, "The Sinaitic Mysteries" 146).
Social
Paradise
Paradise unifies Bahá'í imagery. Paradise evokes all that is ideal on earth. In this respect, Bahá'í formulations of Paradise are far more utopian than eschatological, insofar as a distinct social agenda anti a discrete set of individual behaviors are rhetorically encouraged. Among the informal canon of other key terms, Paradise is given an entry in A Basic Bahá'í Dictionary (sv. "paradise" and "heaven and hell"). As anthropologically referenced symbols, heaven and hell refer to spiritual (and unspiritual) conditions. Paradise can be literal or symbolic, or both, In Bahá'í sacred texts, a conscious effort is made to draw correspondences between Earth and Heaven. In this way, celestial Paradise is emblematic of the ideal society on earth. Thus, the "vertical" or otherworldly dimension of paradise intersects with the "horizontal" or realized paradise on earth, from transcendence to immanence. To the extent that images of heaven are associated with the expression of human spirituality at its finest, a true believer can strive to experience paradise on earth.
Personal: Untitled Tablet: "Whoso (va har nafsí) hath recognized the Day Spring of Divine guidance and entered His holy court (subh-i-hidáyat va fajr-i-ahadíyat fá'iz shud) hath drawn nigh unto God and attained His Presence (bi-maqám-i qurb va vasl), a Presence which is the real Paradise, and of which the loftiest mansions of heaven are but a symbol. Such a man hath attained the knowledge of the station of Him Who is 'at the distance of two bows,' Who standeth beyond the Sadratu'l-Muntahá." (Bahá 'u'lláh, Gleanings 70 [XXIX]/Múntakhabát 53) Analysis: Quranic imagery is used in this passage as an allusion to the Archangel Gabriel, who was the source of the revelation given to the Prophet Muhammad in the form of the Qur'án. Rather than association with Muhammad himself, Bahá'u'lláh is typologically identified with Gabriel. As such, a related epithet of Bahá'u'lláh, used as a prophetic circumlocution, is "Sender of the Messengers" (mursil-i-rusul), while the Báb has been called, in the Arabic Tablet of Ahmad, the "King of the Messengers" (sultán-i-rusul), while Muhammad has been named by Bahá'u'lláh as the "Seal of Thy Prophets and of Thy Messengers" (Bahá'í Prayers 74, based on Qur'án 33:40), where the term for "Messengers" is sufará ' (sing., safír, "ambassador") . This progression-"Seal of the Messengers" (Muhammad), "King of the Messengers" (the Báb), "Sender of the Messengers" (Bahá'u'lláh)illustrates the explicit teleology of Bahá'í salvation-history.
